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there are several words in Latin that may be translated as 'lost'
depending on the meaning. Perditus is one - it means lost in the
sense of financial ruin, bankruptcy, etc.

answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20110106161152AAZBzEo
What is the latin word for lost? | Yahoo Answers

Lost in Latin - English-Latin Dictionary - Glosbe
glosbe.com › Dictionary English › English-Latin Dictionary
lost translation in English-Latin dictionary. en Because of such an assumption, these
theorists fell very short of being able to bestow upon law not only those sanctions which it
must possess but also that secure basis for the supreme criterion of justice which even a
pagan philosopher like Cicero saw clearly could not be derived except from ...

What is the latin word for lost - qa.answers.com
qa.answers.com › â€¦ › English Language › Word and Phrase Origins
The Latin equivalent of the English phrase 'For all those we loved and lost' is Pro omnibus
quos amaverunt et perdiderunt . In the word-by-word translation, the preposition ' â€¦

What is the Latin word for lost? - WordHippo
https://www.wordhippo.com/what-is/the/latin-word-for-2010281d5053...
How do you say 'lost' in Latin? Here's a list of words you may be looking for.

What is the latin word for lost? | Yahoo Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20110106161152AAZBzEo
Jan 06, 2011 · Perditus is one - it means lost in the sense of financial ruin, bankruptcy,
etc. Other possible words are amissus, captus, peritus, interitus, excisus, defluxus The
proper word to use depends on the context. There is no simple word-for-word translation.
Added: For 'I am lost', a Roman would have said: Erravi.

How to say get lost in Latin - WordHippo
https://www.wordhippo.com/what-is/the/latin-word-for-c8f6afe77b771...
How do you say 'get lost' in Latin? Here's a list of phrases you may be looking for.

English-Latin translation :: lost :: Dictionary
www.translate-latin.com/en/dictionary-english-latin/lost
lost. The English to Latin online dictionary. Check spelling and grammar. English-Latin
translations. Over 20,000 Latin translations of English words

Latin | Lostpedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
lostpedia.wikia.com/wiki/Latin
The term "Latin" may refer to: The native language of Claudia, Certain titles: ("Tabula
Rasa", "Deus Ex Machina", "Ab Aeterno";, Lost: Via Domus, video game, Primum non
nocere, the original Latin phrase from which the episode name &quot;Do No Harm&quot;
is derived), Latin notations on the blast door map...
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